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This paper is concerned with mutual sychronization—a scheme for

synchronizing a nationwide network of clocks for an integrated digital

transmission and switching communications system. Described is an

approach to the problem of determining values for the design parameters

of a one-sided, linear phase averaging scheme with no filters. Two different

sets of performance objectives arc considered. The primary results concern

the bounds which the effects of delay change force on the parameters which

describe the inherent clock stability. Specifically, if a performance objective

is no slips, and a limit is imposed on the amount of buffer storage, then

an upper bound is forced on (he allowable random drift in the free-running

frequencies of the clocks. Alternatively, if an objective is that the slip rate

not exceed some specified rate, again with a limited buffer size, then an

upper bound is forced on the rale of random drift. Both bounds depend

on the network configuration with the so called "dumbbell 1
' configuration

representing the worst case. A numerical example is included.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with mutual synchronization—a scheme for

synchronizing a nationwide network of clocks for an integrated digital

transmission and switching communication system. The clock at a

switching center in such a system determines the rate of flow of data

bits through the switch and to the output links. Buffer stores can

make allowances for small, temporary differences in the received rate

(determined by a distant clock and delay change) and the local switch

clock rate. However, if a frequency difference persists then a buffer

will occasionally overflow (or underflow) causing deletion (or repeti-

tion) of data bits from the output stream. Either such error is referred

to as a slip. In this paper a synchronous network is one in which there

are either no slips or, alternatively, in which the slip rate does not

exceed some given rate.

Mutual synchronization was conceived about 10 years ago1 as an
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alternative to a master-slave synchronous timekeeping plan for large

telephone networks. This new plan aimed at eliminating the possible

need to reorganize a master-slave network in the event of failure of

a timing link or the master clock. Previous analyses have been largely

concerned with questions of stability,2 equilibrium frequency,3 dynamic

response,4
'
5 and control strategies.6

Questions relating to the system's ability to meet specific perform-

ance objectives, e.g., no slips, have been largely ignored. It has been

noted that since changes in phase differences between clocks remain

finite, sufficiently large buffers could be placed in each communications

link to avoid such slips. However, the relationships between required

buffer size and clock stability, delay changes, network configuration,

and control parameters have not been established. It is to this question

that this paper is addressed. A simple control strategy is considered,

viz., one-sided, linear phase averaging with no filters. Two different

sets of performance objectives are considered and the results are ex-

pressed as bounds which are forced on parameters which describe the

inherent clock stability. A statement of these performance objectives

and a description of the network model follow.

II. ALTERNATIVE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

2.1 Performance Objective #1

Let a performance objective be no slips. Assume, also, a given

amount of buffer storage (of sufficient size to account at least for

changes in link delay). As an additional objective, the variation of

system frequency (i.e., that common frequency at which all clocks

operate in equilibrium) must not exceed the bandwidth limitations of

transmission and switching equipment (which might typically be of

the order of one part in 105
). To meet the first objective, changes in

phase difference between any pair of clocks must not exceed a given

value. Due to the effect of delay change on clock phase and system

frequency, this requirement will be seen to force an upper bound on

the allowable random drift in a clock's free-running frequency (i.e.,

that frequency at which it would operate in the absence of a control

input). The second objective forces an upper bound on the allowable

total drift of a clock's free-running frequency.

2.2 Performance Objective #2

As an alternative, suppose slips are permitted to occur but at no

more than a given rate. In addition, assume the same objective, as in
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Section 2.1, on variations of system frequency. Again, a given amount

of buffer storage is assumed. In this case frequency differences between

pairs of clocks (that persist long enough for several slips to actually

occur) must not exceed some preset value. This value will depend on

the slip rate requirement and the amount of buffer storage and might

typically be of the order of one part in 10". Due to the effects of delay

change, this requirement will be seen to force an upper bound on the

allowable rate of random drift of any clock's free-running frequency.

Changes in equilibrium phase differences occur as a result of changes

in the free-running frequencies of the clocks or the transmission delays

between clocks. Frequency differences between pairs of clocks are

nonequilibrium effects which occur while the free running frequencies

or the transmission delays are changing. The magnitude of both these

effects depends critically upon the network configuration. The "dumb-

bell" configuration, consisting of two equal size groups of mutually

synchronized clocks with full interconnection within a group but only

a single intergroup link (Fig. 1), appears to represent the worst case.

It is assumed that performance objectives must be met without

knowledge of network configuration; specifically, all clocks and timing

links are to be considered "equal," regardless of their location in the

network. Design parameters arc determined, then, so that objectives

are met in the dumbbell configuration.

III. CONTROL MODEL

In one-sided phase averaging the frequency of each office clock is

controlled by an average of the observed phases of signals received

from distant clocks, as measured with reference to the phase of the

local clock. The frequency of each clock responds then to both a change

REGION L REGION R

Fig. 1—Dumbbell configuration.
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in the phase of a distant clock and to a change in the transmission

delay from a distant clock. (Two-sided controls, in which the results

of phase comparisons are transmitted back, on a special data link, to

control the distant clocks, can eliminate the effect of delay on fre-

quency. s '°) The general control equation is

/,.(;) = F,(0 + K, £ a,,{p,[l - r,
; (0] - pM + *«)• (1)

In this equation: N is the number of clocks; /, is the frequency of the

ith clock; Ft is the free-running frequency of the same clock (fre-

quency in the absence of a control input) ; Kt is a control gain with

the dimensions of reciprocal time; a
(j

are averaging coefficients such

that

ati ^ 0, E«./ = 1 i= 1,2, -- ,N;

Pi is the phase of the ith clock, related to frequency by

dpi _ f .

dt
h

'

nj is the transmission delay encountered by a pulse arriving at the ith

office, from the jth, at time t; and
<f> tJ

is a reference phase whose value

depends upon initial conditions.

IV. SYSTEM FREQUENCY

Previous studies 3 have shown that if the system parameters remain

constant and there exists at least one clock which distributes timing

control to eveiy other clock (either directly or indirectly via some

intermediate clocks) then the system will asymptotically approach an

equilibrium state in which all clocks run at a common frequency

—

called the system frequency. Under these conditions the system equa-

tions can be solved algebraically for the system frequency; the re-

sult is
3

Ewi + R E«.#r„)

where the weighting coefficients b
t
depend upon the gains and the

averaging coefficients. In the general case hi is the cofactor of any
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element in the ith row of the matrix K(I-A), where K is the diagonal

matrix with diagonal elements K{ , I is the identity matrix, and A is the

matrix of the averaging coefficients ay . The proof of these results is

found in Ref . 3.

The effects of delay change and free-running frequency drift on

the system frequency will be considered separately, allotting to each

one-half the maximum-allowable variation.

V. EFFECTS OF DELAY CHANGE ON SYSTEM FREQUENCY (BOUND

ON GAIN)

To obtain some feel for the effects of delay change on the system

frequency consider first a network of two clocks with equal control

gains and suppose that the transmission delay between them increases

by an amount At. By symmetry each clock is subjected to the same

influence and, hence, signals will arrive At seconds later at both

clocks. The corresponding change in both observed phases is, then,

jr - (/ + A/) ( T + At) ^ - (/At + tA/) , where A/ is the (as yet

undetermined) change in the system frequency. But this change is

equal to the gain K times change in observed phase; hence,

1
1 + Kt

To estimate the effects of delay changes in a more general network

suppose that all gains Kt are equal and that identical delay changes

At occur on all links at the same time. The above reasoning, with the

identical conclusion, applies also to this case as may be verified from

equation (2) . That is, with iv, = K and t = t,

/+ A/ =

from which

1
£ 6,(F, + K<t>d

1 + K(j + At) N

£*.

-K/At = Kt At
1 ~

1 + Kt 1 + Kt ' t
"

Since the fractional change in delay, At/t, is typically several orders

of magnitude greater than the allowable fractional change in /, it

follows that K must be chosen so that Kt is much less than unity;

hence, neglecting the sign of the change,
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A/ fid Kjbr. (3)

If the maximum allowable variation of system frequency (due to delay

change) is -£A/8 , then K must satisfy the upper bound

K ^ K - = 2b.t- (4)

where Ars is the maximum delay change (assumed to occur at the

same time on all links) and f is the nominal system frequency. This

is one of two upper bounds on the gain which will lead to an upper

bound on either the total random drift or rate of random drift in a

clock's free-running frequency.

VI. EFFECT OF CLOCK DRIFT ON SYSTEM FREQUENCY

With Kt « 1, the change in the system frequency is, approximately,

Thus, if the drifts are systematic, i.e., all in the same direction, then

(assuming a simple average over N clocks) each clock must have the

property that its total free-running frequency drift does not exceed

the allotted variation in the system frequency (i.e., £A/g ). If, however,

the drifts are not correlated then the standard deviation of the system

frequency is (again assuming a simple average over N clocks) in-

versely proportional to the square root of the number of clocks. In this

case the allowed drift can, for large networks, be somewhat greater

than ^A/8 .

VII. DUMBBELL CONFIGURATION

The magnitude of the effects of delay and clock drift on the phase

and frequency differences between pairs of clocks, unlike their effects

on system frequency, depends critically upon the network configura-

tion. The "dumbbell" configuration, illustrated in Fig. 1, appears to

represent the worst case. In this configuration the N offices are divided

into two equal groups, with a direct timing link from every clock to

every other clock in the same group, but only one timing link (the

bar of the dumbbell) connecting one group to the other. In this con-

figuration changes in the free-running frequencies or the delays can

force a relatively large change in the phase difference between clocks

in opposite halves. An intuitive feeling for such an effect may be
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obtained by supposing that each bar clock has but one "vote" out

of N/2 in determining the common frequency of the clocks in its half

of the dumbbell, while signals on the bar link have but one of N/2
votes in determining the frequency of a bar clock. On this basis one

might guess then that a given change A<£ in the phase difference be-

tween the bar clocks would tend to produce a change of magnitude
K/(N/2) 2

|A(£| in the common frequency of the clocks in each half

(one half up, the other down). Assuming this to be true, suppose then

that all the delays in one half should increase by an amount At, thus

tending to decrease the frequency of the clocks in that half by KfAt
[equation (3)], while the opposite occurs in the other half. By sym-
metry the system frequency will not change. Hence, to compensate
for the tendency of each half to change frequency by an amount
±KfAr, the phase change A</> must be such that

(Xj^f I

A0
|

= KjAt, or

|
A</>

|

= ^-/ |
Ar |.

This result will be formally verified below. The dumbbell is not the

only configuration which can give rise to the factor JV2
. For example,

the phase difference between the end clocks in a bilateral chain also

grows, under similar conditions, as the square of the number of clocks.

However, the dumbbell is worse in the sense that this dependence on

network size holds for any two clocks in opposite halves.

The conclusions pertaining to the dumbbell configuration are based

on the following assumptions:

(i) The gain A', at each clock has the same value K.

(ii) Each control link (shown in Fig. 1) is assigned the same weight;

hence, for N/2 » 1, all (nonzero) a,, are approximately equal

to 2/N.

(Hi) The delays on all links within region R and within region L
(see Fig. 1) are approximately equal, respectively, to tk and rL

and the difference
|
rn — rL |

changes at a constant rate t„ for

t T
seconds. The maximum change Atd persists for /ir seconds

at which point the difference returns to its original value (Fig. 2).

Such a situation might reflect an effect of a cold front moving
successively through the two regions.

(iv) The free-running frequency of each clock drifts at a constant

rate of ±F for /;. seconds, with the maximum drift ±AF per-
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DELAY CHANGE Atd

FREQUENCY DIFFERENCE

(N 2/8)f fD

PHASE

-^1

DIFFERENCE

1

(N 2/a)f A rD
S

1

TD t* tf + tAT

Fig. 2—Response of dumbell to delay change.

sisting for /A f seconds. The drifts are uncorrelated and hence the

standard deviation of the difference
|
F,{

- FL |

of the numerical

averages of the free-running frequencies in each half grows at a

rate 2F/ \/N up to maximum change of 2AF/ s/N.

To gain some insight into the results to be presented, the effects of

a step change in delay will be considered first. Thus, suppose that the

delay on each link within region R suddenly increases by an amount

At, while the opposite occurs on each link within region L—with no

change in the bar-link delay. By symmetry there will be no change in

the system frequency nor in the phase differences between any pair

of clocks both within region R or both within region L (Note: R and L
excludes the bar clock). Consider then, any one of the clocks within

region R; the following statements apply:

(i) Signals from each of the other (N/2 - 2) clocks within R arrive

later by an amount At, thus tending to make this clock run

slower.

(ii) To balance this tendency, signals from bar clock #2 must arrive

earlier by an amount (N/2 - 2) At; i.e., the phase of bar clock
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#2 must advance with respect to that of each clock within R
by an amount (N/2 — 1)/At.

Next consider bar clock #2; the following statements apply:

(i) Signals from each of the (N/2 — 1) clocks within R arrive later

by an amount (N/2)At, thus tending to make this clock run

slower.

(ii) To balance this tendency, the signal from bar clock #1 must,

then, arrive earlier by an amount (N/2 — 1)(N/2)At, i.e., the

phase of bar clock #1 must advance with respect to that of bar

clock #2 by approximately (N2
/A)fAr as suggested above.

An estimate of the time required to reach equilibrium may be ob-

tained by noting that the initial effect of the step change is to decrease

the frequency of bar clock #2 by Kf Ar and to increase that of bar

clock #1 by the same amount—resulting in an initial frequency

difference of 2Kf Ar. If this difference persisted, an interval of dura-

tion N2/SK would be required to reach equilibrium. The actual ap-

proach to equilibrium is an exponential with time constant TD =
N2/8K.

The response to a ramp change in delay could, if the system equa-

tions were linear, be derived directly from the response to a step

change. That is, a ramp change is the integral of a step change and

hence, were the system linear, the response to a ramp change would

be the integral of the response to a step change. Although the systems

equations are not linear in the delays, it is assumed that changes are

slow enough so that a linear approximation is justified. The frequency

difference A/12 between the bar clocks is then shown, in the Appendix,

to be given by the solution of the following linear differential equation:

SK2

A/ I2 + KAf12 + ^- A/12 = K(f» - FL ) - Kj n(rR - iL ), (5)

where f is the nominal value of the system frequency.

In what follows, the effects of delay and free-running frequency

changes will again be considered separately.

VIII. EFFECT OF DELAY CHANGE (ADDITIONAL BOUNDS ON GAIN)

The solution of equation (5), while the delay difference tr — tl is

changing at a constant rate t„
,
is shown in the Appendix to be

AU 2 ^^UTD(l-e-'
/T,

>), (6)
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where TD = N2/8K is the previously suggested time constant. The

complete solution for A/, 2 and for the change A</> ]2 in the phase dif-

ference between the bar clocks is sketched in Fig. 2 (for the case when

both t; and t±T are large compared with TD ).

If the "equilibrium" frequencj' difference

A/
|
max = —

j td (7)

does not exceed the maximum allowable difference ^A/D ,
i.e., if

«*-(&) (8)

then no restriction need be placed on the gain K. However, \i N > Nf

then an upper bound, determined from equation (6) with t = tT , is

forced on K. For (AT
2
/8)/ rD » \bfD the bound is

ifa, =A
;

for NZ3N,. (9)
Z] Bt±TD

Similarly, if the "equilibrium" change in phase difference

N2

A</>
|
max = — U^td (1°)

is less than the allowable change iA<£D ,
i.e., if

N g N, = («*t¥ (11)

then K may be chosen arbitrarily. However, if iV exceeds N,p an

upper bound must be placed on K. When the equilibrium value is

much larger than the allowable change, the least upper bound is easily

determined. For, then, the time constant TD = N2/8K must be made

long compared with the interval over which the delay disturbance

persists. The phase difference grows then nearly as if the two halves

were not connected and hence approaches the value Kj tDLrD ,
which

will not exceed the maximum allowable value provided K meets the

upper bound

K ^ K> = 2J^-'
f0r NlZN< (12)

where ij, = t'T + tar
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IX. BOUNDS ON CLOCK STABILITY

It is assumed that the stabilities of the clocks under consideration

are such that performance objectives would not be met if the halves

of the dumbbell were not joined by the bar link (for small numbers of

clocks this is nearly equivalent to assuming that objectives would
not be met with all clocks operating independently). Thus, the interval

during which the free-running frequencies drift and that for which the

maximum drift persists must both be long compared with the dumbbell
time constant Tn . Hence, the frequency difference between the bar

clocks approaches (N2
/8K) \FR - FL \

, while the change in phase

difference approaches (N2
/8K)

\
AFR — AFL |

. For the assumed model
these numbers are random variables; however, for purposes of further

discussion they will be replaced by the values of their standard devia-

tion, i.e.,

A/
|

max = §^F (13)

and

Atf> |
max = |^ AF. (14)

If the performance objective is no slips then A<f> must not exceed

iAc{>n and hence, from equation (14), the random drift in each clock's

free-running frequency must satisfy the bound

AF < ft A<t>D ,

where K must not exceed K, , as given by equation (4), and further,

if N k 3AT$
,
must not exceed K+ as given by equation (12). Assuming

Kj, < K, (see Section X), the maximum value of AF/f is

AF/f |
max =

2 A0/} A/,

A'*Ar, /. /.

A<t>r>

N < X,

(15)

iA'IdAtd \ J
'

# >

where

N, = (£feV
\JoAtd
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Similarly, if the performance objective is expressed as a maximum

slip rate then A/ must not exceed i&fD and hence, from equation (13),

the rate of random drift in the free-running frequency of each clock

must satisfy the bound

where K must not exceed K, and further, if N £ 3iV/ , must not exceed

Kf as given by equation (9). Assuming K, < K, (see Section X) the

maximum value of /<'//<> is

F/j |
max = .

where

X. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A*

'it.ft »<*<

sfc(*T ««*.
(16)

Assume that all links are approximately 300 miles in length with a

nominal. delay of 6.5 microseconds per mile and a delay variation of

0.035 percent per degree Fahrenheit (these values apply to pulp-

insulated cable). In considering the effect of delay change on the system

frequency assume a temperature variation of ±40°F, leading to (At), «
30 /is. As the worst case condition in the dumbbell configuration, assume

that the temperature difference between the two halves changes at a

rate of about 2°F per day for about 1 week, leading to f fl «2X 10" 1

and Ar ~ 10 us; and assume that the maximum difference persists

for about 1 week.

Assume, also, that the system frequency corresponds to the digital

sampling rate in D-type PCM channel banks, viz., 8 X 103 frames/

second, and that it is to vary by no more than one part in 105 (which

sets the total allowable free-running frequency drift). Furthermore,

assume that A<f>„ = 1 frame (which is ample allowance for the link

delay change / At„ ~ 1/4 frame) and that A/D is not to exceed one

part in 10°.

Under these conditions, the various upper bounds on K are

K. = 1/6 s~\
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K4, = 5 X 10"V\
Kf = 5 x io~V\

If there are to be no slips (performance objective #1), then the

maximum allowable random drift in any clock's free running is

AF/f |
max =

,

4 X 10-

2 X 10" 9

A'
-i

N < 7

AT £21.

The first bound corresponds roughly to the performance obtainable

from relatively inexpensive crystal oscillators. However, the second

bound, which must be met if the number of clocks exceeds about 20,

implies atomic standards.

Alternatively, if it is the slip rate that is to be bounded (perform-

ance objective #2) then the rate of random drift in any clock's free

running must not exceed

F/j
|
max = <

6 X 10" 5 /. __ ^ 1A
y? / y N < 14

~
'

8

/day .V^42.
A"f\

Again, the first bound is met by relatively inexpensive crystal oscil-

lators while the second, which applies if there are more than about 40
clocks, implies either the best present day crystals or atomic standards.

XI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It should not be concluded that a mutually synchronized system

must be designed as described above. For example, although the

dumbbell configuration represents a worst case, it is perhaps too

unlikely a case on which to base parameter specifications. Further-

more, the dependence of clock frequency on delay can be eliminated

with two-sided controls"' (which, however, requires a special data link).

Alternatively, sufficient reliability without the problems associated

with a large-dumbbell network might be obtainable from some type of

hierarchical system—composed, for example, with clocks of varying

degrees of stability7 or of a small number of mutually synchronized

clocks at a top level with lower levels consisting of a number of

similar small groups each redundantly slaved to higher levels. Finally,
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it should be noted that the relatively large phase shift which may

occur between the bar clocks in the dumbbell configuration could be

reduced by increasing the "weight" given to the bar link (i.e., by

increasing the averaging coefficients associated with this link). This,

however, is not really in the original spirit of mutual synchronization,

as it requires that the system configuration be known and used in

determining the averaging coefficients. This introduces administrative

complications comparable to those involved in reorganizing a master-

slave network.
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APPENDIX

Phase and Frequency Difference in the Dumbbell

It is assumed that the solutions of equation (1) are continuous

functions of the delays and that frequency changes are slow enough so

that the approximations

Pi (t - r,-) & p&) ~ fiTi

are justified. Furthermore, changes in /«t< are assumed dominated by

changes in delay (i.e., doppler shift) so that /; , in this product, may be

replaced by the nominal frequency f . Since the delay t is small

compared with the response time 1/K, i.e., Kt «. 1, these approxi-

mations appear reasonable.

The control equation [equation (1)] for the left-hand bar clock

may, then, be written in the form

/, - 1\ - Kf.h + K\fi -fA+Y/2\U-U\, (17)

where f£ is the arithmetic average of clock frequencies in region L (which

excludes the bar clock) and, from equation (1), satisfies

a -ft -KjjL +Yj-2 \u-n\- as)

Similarly, for the right-hand bar clock

/, = F2 - KjJR + K[j'R - U\ +
Yft

l/i - /). (19)
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where

A = H-Kf„TR + ^{u-rB ). (20)

The network shown in Fig. 3 is equivalent in that it is described by
the above set of equations.

With x and y denoting, respectively, the frequency differences /, - /2

and H — f£ ,
it follows from equations (17) through (20) that

and

± + KV + If
= Ky + A - A - Kj (iL - rH) (21)

IK 2/T
+

"JV
?/ = -f

x + n - n - X/.(rx - fa). (22)

Eliminating j/ from equation (21) it follows that x satisfies (for

N » 1)

x + Kx + ~x = K(FL - FR) - K2Wl - rR) (23)

and its solution, subject to the initial conditions x(t = 0) = and
y(t = 0) = which implies x(t = 0) = (F, - F2)

- Kf (iL - t«), is

N X 2

x(t) «
-J-

/.(rL - f«)(l - e-'
/T

°) + ±- (FL - FR)S 8tf

, (A ~ A) ~ (FR - F2) _„
"*"

K(l - S/iV
2

)

e

(A - A) - — (A - A)
+

A"(l - 8/JV
2

)

where !TD = N2
/8K.

Fig. 3—Equivalent dumbbell configuration.
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